USS Seleya - 9902.07

Host Cheryl says:
USS Seleya is en route to Starbase 185, where Captain Peters will be departing for a special assignment.  The crew has been granted 48 hours shore leave, after their adventures at Cortez Station.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO-Starr says:
::sitting in sickbay, waiting for the Seleya to reach SB 185::

XO_Pang says:
::on bridge in centre chair:: *Vn'dor*  Lt - Can you join us on the bridge please?

CIV_Vndor says:
::walking down corridor to Medbay::

CIV_Vndor says:
*XO*:  Yes ma'am.  On my way.

TO-Toran says:
::Walking into turbolift::

CMO-Starr says:
Sek: When we reach the SB, make sure all the medical supplies are stored.  OPS should notify you when they will be beamed aboard.

XO_Pang says:
Bridge crew: Everything serene?

CIV_Vndor says:
::turns around and heads for a TL::

CIV_Vndor says:
::enters TL::  Bridge

XO_Pang says:
OPS: I hope everyone has given you their re-supply needs

CIV_Vndor says:
::steps onto bridge::  XO:  Yes, maam.

XO_Pang says:
Vn'dor: Welcome Lieutenant .... how are your piloting skills?

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*:  Sickbay is empty and all is well.  ETA to SB 185?

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: They are fair ma'am.  Wasn't my strongest point at the academy though

XO_Pang says:
*CMO* Efficient as always .... about 10 minutes

BT_Sam says:
@::behind bar at Rick’s, wiping down counter::

TO_Toran says:
::Arrives at Bridge::

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: Thanks. Starr out.

XO_Pang says:
Vn'dor: Then take FCO - you can practice them now .... course is laid in ... you may relieve Ensign Green

XO_Pang says:
TO: Good to see you - you take the Chief slot today

TO_Toran says:
::Walks to tactical station::

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Aye ma'am  ::walks over to FCO chair and relieves Green::

Host Serena says:
@::in bar, wiping down tables::  Sam:  Slow in here tonight, eh?

D_Moore says:
@::in Office doing paperwork ::

BT_Sam says:
@::heard that a starship is inbound.  Turns and checks inventory::

CIV_Vndor says:
::sitting in chair::  XO: ready ma'am

XO_Pang says:
OPS: I guess you could start contact with starbase?

TO_Toran says:
XO: Thankyou sir.

BT_Sam says:
@Serena: think it'll pick up soon.

XO_Pang says:
<OPS> XO:  on it Sir

CMO-Starr says:
*OPS*: Please notify Nurse Sek when the SB is ready to beam the supplies aboard.  She knows where everything is to be stored.

Host Serena says:
@::shrugs::  I kinda like it quiet; those Klingons in here last night were something else!  ::grins::

CIV_Vndor says:
::taps in a minor course correction::

CMO-Starr says:
<OPS>: *CMO*: Aye Troi.

D_Moore says:
@::Calls Station OPS to find out ETA of Seleya ::

BT_Sam says:
@::shakes head:: Serena: True, don't need another night like that.

XO_Pang says:
::sees that Vn'dor seems quite at home - very relaxed ... smiles to herself::

CMO-Starr says:
<SEK>: CMO: Will you be taking shore leave Dr. Starr?

XO_Pang says:
<OPS>COM: Starbase: We are due to arrive in 7 minutes .... which docking bay please?

Host Serena says:
@::grins at Sam::  They were quite generous with the tips though; they must have liked the vintage of bloodwine we served.

CIV_Vndor says:
::notices starbase on SRS::

XO_Pang says:
TO: Maintain normal scans ....

CMO-Starr says:
Sek: Yes, I think I need to get away.  These last few missions have had a very tiring effect on me.

BT_Sam says:
@::checks replicator for terran type drinks::

Host Serena says:
ACTION:  Blace slumps over at his console....

TO_Toran says:
::Continues scanning around::

D_Moore says:
<SB OPS> COMM: Seleya OPS : We have you on screen and give you permission to dock Bay 21

BT_Sam says:
@Serena: Well, the boss was happy with the receipts ::grins::

XO_Pang says:
Oh no! *CMO* Medical emergency ..... I am beaming Blace to sickbay

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: Acknowledged Maam.

XO_Pang ::initiates site to site transfer from XO chair:: (Transporter.wav)

CMO-Starr says:
:;waiting for Blace to appear in sickbay::

TO_Toran says:
::Looks up to see Blace slump::

CIV_Vndor says:
::wonders what's wrong with OPS::

Host Serena says:
@::straightens up and looks around::  Sam:  Well, looks like we're set up for another night.

CMO-Starr says:
::walks over to Blace and begins scans::

XO_Pang says:
COM:SB185: Sorry for the delay in answering ...which bay please?

D_Moore says:
@<SB OPS> COMM: Seleya : Acknowledged ?

XO_Pang says:
COM: SB185: Bay 21 acknowledged

BT_Sam says:
@::looks around:: Serena: Looks good.

D_Moore says:
@<SB OPS> COMM: Seleya : Docking bay 21 , Commander

BT_Sam says:
@Serena: Have you heard which ship is inbound?

XO_Pang says:
Vn'dor:  Ok .... Toran and I will take care of the docking clamps .... just pilot us smoothly please

CMO-Starr says:
::watches as the scans pick up that Blace has low blood sugar, injects him with Glucajen::

CIV_Vndor says:
::overhears bay number and starts to punch in the course::

Host Serena says:
@::checks her costume, making sure her leg, visible through the slit in her skirt, don't show stocking runs::

Host Serena says:
@Sam:  I've heard the Seleya is about to dock; they're always good for some fun....

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Aye ma'am.  Course changed to Bay 21

XO_Pang says:
Toran: Can you look after disembarkation area when we dock ....?

CIV_Vndor says:
::taking the ship in extra slowly::

BT_Sam says:
@::checks out Serena's costume, and nods approvingly::

Host Serena says:
@::smiles to herself::  Sam:  Especially that adorable Captain Peters, though I heard a rumour he married....

XO_Pang says:
*CO* Arrival at SB185 imminent .....hope you are packed?

D_Moore says:
@*SB OPS * Tell the CMO of the Seleya to report here when she is docked

BT_Sam says:
@Serena: At least they shouldn't be breaking up the furniture.

TO_Toran says:
XO:I think so ,sir.

XO_Pang says:
<CO Peters> I surely am

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: Maam, nothing major with Blace. His blood sugar is low.  He should be coming around anytime, but I do suggest that he change his diet.  Apparently he hadn't eaten this morning which caused this incident.

BT_Sam says:
@Serena: Still looking eh?

D_Moore says:
@<SB OPS> *Commodore* Yes , Sir

XO_Pang says:
*CMO* Good ... we do not need illness at the start of R&R

Host Serena says:
@:;grins at Sam::  Always.  Aren't you?  ::laughs::

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Entering Bay 21 ma'am.  Ready for docking clamps

CIV_Vndor says:
::transfers to manoeuvring thrusters::

Host D_Moore says:
@<SB OPS> COMM: Seleya : Could you have your CMO report to the Station Commanders office when you arrive ?

CMO-Starr says:
SEK: When Blace comes to, take another reading on his blood sugar, then release him with orders to eat lots of protein and to stay away from sugar.

BT_Sam says:
@::wistfully looks at Serena:: Serena: but of course, ::grins back::

Host XO_Pang says:
TO: Engage docking manifolds .... advise me when clamps engaged please

TO_Toran says:
::Engages Docking clamps::

CMO-Starr says:
<SEK>: CMO: Yes Doctor Starr.  He will eat before he leave here ::raising her eyebrow::

Host XO_Pang says:
Vn'dor: Well - you remembered how to fly a ship ....

Host Serena says:
@::gets back to work, waiting on the one or two customers in the lounge::

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: It's like riding a bike ma'am.  ::smiles to himself::

BT_Sam says:
@::Turns around and checks food list on replicator::

Host XO_Pang says:
COM *SB* Permission to disembark our crew please?

CMO-Starr says:
::nodding at Sek, she leaves sickbay and heads to her quarters::

CIV_Vndor says:
::starts shut down procedures::

Host XO_Pang says:
TO: Ensure Security is closed up Mr. Toran ....

Host D_Moore says:
@<SB OPS> COMM: Seleya: Permission granted , could you have your CMO report to the Station Commanders office ?

TO_Toran says:
XO: Aye sir

Host XO_Pang says:
COM: SB Ops: Thankyou ... I shall advise her

CMO-Starr says:
::entering her quarters she goes to the bedroom and changes clothes::

Host XO_Pang says:
*CMO* Request from Starbase Ops that you report to the Station Commander ...

Host D_Moore says:
@<SB OPS> COMM: Seleya : Thank you, Commander

Host XO_Pang says:
TO/Vn'dor: Well done both

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: Maam? Do you know what this is concerning?

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Thank you ma'am.

TO_Toran says:
XO: Thank you sir

Host XO_Pang says:
*Shipwide*:  We have permission to take leave .... all crew may disembark once their Department head advises

Host XO_Pang says:
*CMO* No idea Troi

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: Aye Maam, on my way there now ::sighs, wondering what next will happen to her R & R::

Host XO_Pang says:
*CO* Will you transport or walk Sir?

CIV_Vndor says:
::checks to make sure Impulse intercoolant is properly shut down before shutting down station::

CMO-Starr says:
::walks to the TL and requests docking ramp::

Host XO_Pang says:
Bridge Crew: Once closed up you may close down and start your leave

TO_Toran says:
::Checks whether any security departments are open::

BT_Sam says:
@::dims lights in back section of customer dining area::

Host XO_Pang says:
<CO Peters>I'll walk Kay Lee .... see you .... soon I hope

CIV_Vndor says:
::closes and locks down FC Station::

CMO-Starr says:
::walks onto the station and looks for the CO's office:: Ensign: Which way to the commander's office?

CIV_Vndor says:
::gets up and heads for TL::

Host D_Moore says:
@:: Is finishing up paperwork for the day ::

Host XO_Pang says:
::smiles as Science finishes up .... and goes over to the OPS console ....::

TO_Toran says:
::Sees that security departments are closed::

Host Serena says:
@Sam:  I trust the band will show up, as scheduled....

Host D_Moore says:
@<ENS> COM: This way , Ma'am

Host XO_Pang says:
SCI:  I will take care of the re-supply ... you may go

OPS_Blace says:
::Waking up in a biobed::

CMO-Starr says:
<ENG>: CMO: That way Maam, turn left then left again.

Host XO_Pang says:
::at OPS console .... checking the re-supply lists::

OPS_Blace says:
::Looking Around:: Out loud: What happened?

Host Serena says:
@::as she speaks, picks up a couple of drinks off the bar and carries them to some customers at a table::

TO_Toran says:
:: Shuts down station::

BT_Sam says:
@Serena: They should, they’re getting paid enough.

Host XO_Pang says:
COM: SB Ops:  I am transferring our supply requirements .... ready to receive?

Host D_Moore says:
@::Puts papers away ::

Host D_Moore says:
@::rises and puts on outer uniform jacket ::

CMO-Starr says:
::follows the ensign to the commanders office:: CMDR: Sir! Lt. Cmdr. Starr, reporting as ordered ::standing at attention::

Host D_Moore says:
@CMO: at ease ::smiles::

CIV_Vndor says:
::heads for docking platform and thinks how he comes back to SF for one mission then already goes on shore leave::  ::chuckles::

CMO-Starr says:
@CMDR: Yes Sir ::relaxes somewhat::

Host D_Moore says:
@CMO: I have here an unusual request for a new set of nerves

TO_Toran says:
::glances around and then heads for turbolift::

Host XO_Pang says:
COM:SB185:  Please confirm that you are ready to receive our supply lists .... including one replacement shuttle

CMO-Starr says:
@::looks startled:: CMDR: Sir, just a joke, it was my way of relieving stress.  These past few months have been hectic to say the least.

Host XO_Pang says:
::taps fingers impatiently::

Host D_Moore says:
@CMO: As an Ex Med myself I went over the parameters very carefully that particular set of specs is a bit hard to get , but I obtained them for you

Host Serena says:
@<SB Ops>  Seleya:  Supplies are ready to be loaded to your vessel...... including that shuttle.

CMO-Starr says:
@::grins:: CMDR: You have sir?

CIV_Vndor says:
@*Stoner*: Carrie, we've made it to the SB for once ::smiling to himself:: care to join me somewhere?

Host XO_Pang says:
COM:SB Ops: Thanks then ... later

Host D_Moore says:
@CMO: it was ? oh, ::disappointed::

Host Serena says:
@<SB Ops>  Seleya:  Although there are some questions as to the last shuttle we gave you, and its fate......

OPS_Blace says:
<SEK> ::Walks over to Biobed:: Blace: Lt, you were working in a Jefferies Tube when a conduit overloaded from plasma stress. You will be fine. You may say here unless you feel up to leaving-

Host Serena says:
@<SB Ops>  ::grins, and closes comm::

CMO-Starr says:
@CMDR: They would be greatly appreciated ::smiles::

Host D_Moore says:
@CMO: I have that set in the ultra-low next door

OPS_Blace says:
Sek: I'll be fine, thank you. ::Gets up and leaves SB::

TO_Toran says:
::checks disembarked compartments::

Host XO_Pang says:
COM:SB Ops:  We know ::closes down console and checks that the bridge is closed up tight::

CMO-Starr says:
@CMDR: Sir, next door?  Could you explain further?

Host XO_Pang says:
::looks around  and exits to TL::

OPS_Blace says:
<SEK> ::Talking to a closed door. Blace: Eat lot's of protein...

Host D_Moore says:
@CMO: shall we go and get them ? ::leads to a side door ::

CIV_Vndor says:
@<Stoner> Phail: Maybe a bit later Phail, I've just been wandering the holodeck with Kosh and I'm a little tired.

Host XO_Pang says:
TL: Deck 8

CMO-Starr says:
@CMDR: Yes Sir ::follows the Cmdr.::

TO_Toran thinks:  ::Seeing that everything is okay walks to

OPS_Blace says:
::Goes to TL:: TL: Deck... ::Feels dizzy, but shakes it off.:: Deck 4.

Host D_Moore says:
@CMO: as you know there are certain conditions and diseases that do require nerve replacement therapy, we maintain a pool of them at a few places around the sphere of our space

Host XO_Pang says:
::walks into quarters ... sees that Zefram has already left .... greets Abigail and takes Emily from her::

CIV_Vndor says:
@*Stoner*: Ok hun' I'll see you later then

CMO-Starr says:
@::listens to the Commander explain, then thinks he has to be kidding::

BT_Sam says:
@::Sees band come in and start setting up::

Host XO_Pang says:
Abigail: Thanks for waiting .... you and Jamie better get to your leave ....

Host D_Moore says:
@::opens Door to ultra-low freezer ::

CMO-Starr says:
@Cmdr: Sir, I don't think this is really necessary.  My nerves are in perfect working order.

Host XO_Pang says:
<Abigail>XO: No problem .... we are looking forward to a change of scene

Host D_Moore says:
@COM: very well, Points to a container :: this is that set you asked for though

OPS_Blace says:
::Exits TL and goes to TR4. Feels very dizzy. He tries to type in the right co-ordinates. He steps onto Transporter Pad. Transport cycle starts and he shimmers into the Shuttle Bay::

Host XO_Pang says:
::picks up Emily and cuddles her .... then puts her into the carrycot::

CIV_Vndor says:
@::enters a small private tavern::

CMO-Starr says:
@Cmdr: Sir, since I don't know you that well, are you serious?

Host D_Moore says:
@CMO: but of course I am

Host XO_Pang says:
<Abigail>::leaves to collect her husband::

Host XO_Pang says:
::feeling despondent about Zefram's enforced absence::

CMO-Starr says:
@::shrugs shoulders:: Cmdr: If you do a scan and that is indicated, I will comply.

Host D_Moore says:
@CMO: would you care for a few books on the diseases and such that can cause their use and the procedures and so on ?

CIV_Vndor says:
@::steps up to the bar and then attaches his ornamental earring::

Host D_Moore says:
@::closes door to ultra-low ::

CMO-Starr says:
@CMDR: Yes Sir, I am always interested in new techniques ::her face alive with interest::

Host Serena says:
@::sees the Starfleet officer enter, and moves over to him::  Welcome, sir, what can I get you?

TO_Toran says:
::Walks to space station::

CIV_Vndor says:
@BT_Sam:  I'll have a Rye and Coke please.

Host XO_Pang says:
::gets into fresh uniform, picks up the carrycot and makes for the nearest docking hatch::

BT_Sam says:
@::sees a customer at bar:: CIV:  coming right up.

Host D_Moore says:
@::walks to another section of the storeroom  and takes down a few boxes of data crystals ::

OPS_Blace says:
::Looks around. Thinks: This is not where I want to be. Starbase. Starbase!:: Out Loud: What? ::Goes to a panel on the wall in the Shuttle Bay::

CMO-Starr says:
@::waits to see what information he will give her::

Host XO_Pang says:
::notices Security on standby ... nods approvingly::

Host D_Moore says:
@CMO: this is the books and perhaps an update for your Computers data banks

BT_Sam orders rum and coke (Replicator.wav)

BT_Sam says:
@::places drink in front of CIV::

CMO-Starr says:
@::reaches for the data crystals and books:: CMDR: Thank you Sir. I wish we docked more often, so I could keep up with all the new advances.

Host XO_Pang says:
::exits Seleya - pauses and watches as Starbase crew start swarming over their ship::

BT_Sam says:
@CIV: there you go.

CIV_Vndor says:
@BT_Sam:  Excuse me, that was supposed to be a Rye and Coke.

Host D_Moore says:
@CMO: I wish we could think of a good manner which to update all those out in the fleet

BT_Sam says:
@CIV: Oops sorry 'bout that. ::takes drink and recycles::

Host XO_Pang says:
@::hefts carrycot and walks towards the promenade .... wondering where she should spend time with Emily::

OPS_Blace says:
::Suddenly he falls unconscious::

Host Serena says:
@::smiles at Vn’dor::  So, you're from the Seleya?

BT_Sam orders Rye and coke (Replicator.wav)

CMO-Starr says:
@CMDR: Sir the only thing that comes to mind is a medical shuttle, but then they would be in danger from the Dominion.

CIV_Vndor says:
@Serena: Yes, why are you familiar with her at all?

Host Serena says:
ACTION:  Medical alert goes off on Seleya.

CMO-Starr says:
Sek: Where is the medical emergency computer?

BT_Sam says:
@::places new drink in front of CIV::

OPS_Blace says:
::Starts to come to and gets up::

Host Serena says:
@Vn’dor:  She's put in here once or twice; a lovely ship.

Host D_Moore says:
@CMO: I am thinking more of an automated system that would update the needed files on the ships as they come in.... maybe you and your Ops officer could work out a method ?

Host XO_Pang says:
@::out of range - does not hear the medical alert - walks towards a lounge::

CIV_Vndor says:
@BT ::grabs drink:: Thanks Sam.

OPS_Blace says:
*Sek* Forgive me, there is no medical emer, emer, emergency.

BT_Sam says:
@::grins as he watches Serena go into action:: CIV: welcome.

CIV_Vndor says:
@Serena:  Yes, she is.  I'm sort of new a board her, but she is a big change from the Scorpius, my previous ship.

Host Serena says:
@:;raises an eyebrow at Sam::

Host XO_Pang says:
@::places the carrycot on the nearest comfortable bench and takes Emily onto her lap::

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>*OPS*: Mr. Blace, you didn't eat before you left sickbay.  This is a direct order from Dr. Starr.  You’ re to eat something or she will have you confined to sickbay.

TO_Toran says:
@::Looks around::

Host XO_Pang says:
@::Emily snuggles::

Host Serena says:
@::bends down, and whispers to Vn’dor::  Just whistle if there's anything else I can get ya......

BT_Sam says:
@::raises eyebrows::

CMO-Starr says:
@CMDR: Sir, I will mention it to him when we see each other.

OPS_Blace says:
::Gets up lazily:: *Starr* Troi, I can't move, my legs feel like weights. I'll try and do an emergency Site-To -Site.

CIV_Vndor says:
@::wonders about the last comment::  Serena: Will do.  Thanks.

Host Serena says:
@:;goes back to the bar, and picks up more orders to deliver::

Host XO_Pang says:
@::gets out a padd and taps in a message for transfer to the CO:: 'Darling be safe ... and come back to us soon'::

Host XO_Pang says:
@::feeling very down::

CMO-Starr says:
@COM: OPS: Blace, what the devil are you talking about?  What is wrong with your legs?  The scans show only a low sugar count???

BT_Sam says:
@::Head on hands, watches Serena move around delivering orders::

CIV_Vndor says:
@::turns around to look about Rick's::

Host D_Moore says:
@CMO: thank you , I hope you can come up with a workable solution, many have tried , but came up empty , there also needs to be an autonotification of the Med staff as well that new data is in the banks

OPS_Blace says:
::Reaches for console. Taps in a few commands:: *Starr* I don't know.

OPS_Blace says:
::Is transported to SB::

BT_Sam says:
@::Band begins playing old Earth tunes::

OPS_Blace says:
::Back in Biobed::

Host XO_Pang says:
@::decides blue moods will not help .... and Emily could do with some new clothes ... sighs, puts Emily back into the carrycot and decides to go shopping::

CMO-Starr says:
@CMDR: Sir, you will have to excuse me.  Apparently there is an emergency on the Seleya.  I need to return there.

Host D_Moore says:
@::leads the CMO out to the corridors ::

Host Serena says:
@::moves over to Pang::  Commander:  What an adorable child...... hold on, I know just the place.....

BT_Sam says:
@::hears AS TIME GOES BY::

Host D_Moore says:
@CMO: if there is anything we can do , just ask

CMO-Starr says:
@CMDR: Thank you Sir.

Host Serena says:
@Sam:  Can I take a break now?  Won't be long

TO_Toran says:
@::Looks out of a window::

Host XO_Pang says:
@Serena:  Just the place for what?  I am looking for some rompers for this kitten ::smiles::

CMO-Starr says:
COM: Seleya: Beam me to Blace's location.

Host D_Moore says:
@::watches as the CMO walks off ::

OPS_Blace says:
<Sek> Blace: Mister Blace, may I remind you that you are a doctor and that you should know more than me that you never leave sickbay without hearing all of my instructions.

BT_Sam says:
@Serena: Sure, but be back if the crowd comes in ok?

Host D_Moore says:
@::turns towards the lounge::

Host Serena says:
@::whips off her apron, without waiting for an answer......  Cmdr:  here, I'll show you.  They have the loveliest fabrics...

CMO-Starr ::beams directly to sickbay:: (Transporter.wav)

Host Serena says:
@::leads Pang out of the lounge and down the corridor to the bazaar, chattering away::

CMO-Starr says:
::looks around for Blace::

OPS_Blace says:
Sek: I don't feel well at all.

Host XO_Pang says:
@::decides to go along with Serena:: Serena:  Ok .... I'll follow you

Host D_Moore says:
@::idly looking at the merchandise as he passes ::

OPS_Blace says:
::Sees Troi:: Troi: Hi.

CMO-Starr says:
OPS: What seems to be the problem? ::irritated that he didn't follow her orders::

BT_Sam says:
@::Watches the ladies leave, eyes glazed::

Host XO_Pang says:
*CMO*  If you need me I am in the shopping arcade Troi ... you could join us when you get free?

Host Serena says:
@:;chatters::  I think I remember you from before; you are the one that snagged that adorable Captain Peters?

Host XO_Pang says:
@::raises eyebrow:: Serena: Snagged?  ::laughs::

BT_Sam says:
@::Shakes head, shrugs and starts wiping glasses::

Host Serena says:
@Pang:   Then this must be his little one.....  just as adorable.

CMO-Starr says:
COM: XO: Maam, there is a problem with Roger.  I will be there as soon as I can. Starr out and thank you.

OPS_Blace says:
Starr: Can we talk in private?

TO_Toran says:
@::Remembers Borg attack on an El-Aurian ship and grabs on to a bar::

Host XO_Pang says:
@Serena: She is, isn't she .... and good as gold mostly

CMO-Starr says:
Blace: You are getting on that biobed and then we can talk.
Sek: Leave us alone please.

Host Serena says:
@::arrives at the bazaar::  Pang:  I'll show you the best places....

CMO-Starr says:
::starts the diagnostics on Blace::

OPS_Blace says:
::Carefully lays on Biobed::

TO_Toran says:
@:: Manages to regain control of himself and walks off to the Bar::

Host XO_Pang says:
@::follows Serena::

Host D_Moore says:
@::spots a pair of ladies heading his way , one is in a Commanders uniform and has a baby with her ::

Host Serena says:
@Pang:  Rompers, you said.......  Here's my favourite fabric merchant

Host XO_Pang says:
@Serena:  She grows so fast .... ooooh .... those patterns are wonderful!

CIV_Vndor says:
@::takes a sip from his drink as he unwillingly starts to sway to the music::

BT_Sam says:
@CIV: How about something to eat.

CMO-Starr says:
Blace: Ok Roger, what seems to be the problem?

Host D_Moore says:
@::Smiles at the thought of tykes::

Host Serena says:
@:;spots station commander::  Pang:  Captain Moore is approaching.  He commands the station.

Host Serena says:
@::steps into the background::

TO_Toran says:
@:: Arrives at Bar but doesn't see many people::

Host XO_Pang says:
@::arm full of carrycot ... looks  up to see CO Moore::

CMO-Starr says:
::reading the scans and sees nothing that can be causing his physical difficulties::

Host Serena says:
@Pang:  I'll hold the wee one, if you like

Host D_Moore says:
@::smiles at Pang :: I see you are bringing up a replacement, Commander

Host XO_Pang says:
@::wondering how to salute::

CIV_Vndor says:
@::finishes the last of his drink and starts to wander out of the bar::

BT_Sam says:
@::Looks up as a SF officer enters::

Host XO_Pang says:
@Serena:  No .... it is ok.  Moore: Please take the salute as done Captain? ::grins::

Host D_Moore says:
@Pang : But, of course

Host XO_Pang says:
@Moore: You run a pleasant station here .... this arcade is terrific Sir

Host D_Moore says:
@Pang: I quite enjoy it at times myself

BT_Sam says:
@::sees Vn’dor start to leave:: CIV: be sure to come back and bring your friends.

CIV_Vndor says:
@::passes the TO as he exits and looks back to give an acknowledge wave at BT_Sam::

Host D_Moore says:
@Pang: You and your husband  are most fortunate , nice looking child

Host XO_Pang says:
@Moore: And yes .... Captain Peters and I have great hopes for Emily ... but it is early days yet ... she is only 3 months old

OPS_Blace says:
Starr: Troi, I don't understand it. I was doing some lab experiments before I went into that Conduit that overloaded. The experiments were on virus growth. It was the Yagori Virus from Ulin 5. It was transferred at our last stop. Forgive me for not telling you, but there was a crack in one case when it arrived. I didn't think anything of it because

OPS_Blace says:
Starr: I did the necessary tests and scans.

Host D_Moore says:
@Pang: What is the expression ? Out of Acorns might trees grow ?

Host XO_Pang says:
@Moore: And I badly need some new outfits .....

BT_Sam says:
@::tries to remember what EL-Aurians drink::

CIV_Vndor says:
::looks around SB and wishes Carrie was here to share the experience::

Host XO_Pang says:
@Moore: Serena here was helping me to choose some fabrics

Host Serena says:
@Pang:  The fabrics offered by merchants here are far lovelier than anything that can be replicated

Host D_Moore says:
@Pang: I understand .. While I am unmarried myself, I know ladies delight in new outfits ::smiles::

Host Serena says:
@::picks up a bolt::  This blue would suit you perfectly

CMO-Starr says:
Blace: You of all people know better.  I will inject you with the antigen.  It isn't showing on the scans, but just in case this is the problem, we will nip it in the bud ::reaches over and fills the hypospray with the antigen::

TO_Toran says:
@::Looks over at BT_Sam::

Host XO_Pang says:
@::wishing the Captain would go away so she can do some serious shopping:: Moore: Yes indeed we do ... but it is Emily here who keeps outgrowing her clothes

OPS_Blace says:
Troi: Thanks. I feel so stupid.

Host D_Moore says:
@Pang: Pang, I don't think we have met before, I have seen her , but never knew who she was

CMO-Starr says:
::injects Blace with the antigen::

BT_Sam says:
@::grins:: Toran: what would you like to drink?

CIV_Vndor says:
@::walks into a Med bay on the SB::

Host XO_Pang says:
@Moore: But she pointed you out to me ....

OPS_Blace says:
::Feels better already::

CMO-Starr says:
Blace: Well you should ::grins:: next time I will let you suffer and continue my R & R ::chuckles::

Host XO_Pang says:
@Moore: I guess everyone knows you here ...

OPS_Blace says:
Starr: And I deserve it. ::Laughs::

Host D_Moore says:
@Pang: yes , but I am probably no more than a name on a wall someplace to her

Host XO_Pang says:
@Serena: I think I prefer that green silk .....

CMO-Starr says:
Blace: Now get to your quarters and get something to eat.  This time you follow my orders, understood?

CIV_Vndor says:
@MO: I'm in for shore leave and wondering if you can have a look at the base of my skull?

Host XO_Pang says:
@Moore/Serena: Then may I introduce you to each other ... Captain Moore - this is Serena

Host Serena says:
@::smiles::  Pang:  You have great taste; shall I have the vendor cut off a length for you?

Host D_Moore says:
@Pang, Serena: Ladies , I will leave you to your shopping then ::smiles::

OPS_Blace says:
Starr: Yes ma'am. ::Salutes::

CIV_Vndor says:
@<MO>CIV: What seems to be the problem?

Host Serena says:
@::nods at Moore::  Sir, an honour.

Host XO_Pang says:
@Serena: Please ... and some of that goldy yellow fabric too

TO_Toran says:
@::Walks over to Bt Sam:: BT_Sam: Oh just some fruit juice. It seems that there aren't any El-Aurian Drinks.

Host D_Moore says:
@::nods and departs down the concourse ::

CMO-Starr says:
::walks arm in arm out of sickbay with Roger, he goes left and she to the right::

OPS_Blace says:
::Exits SB and goes to quarters and eats some lunch then goes to sleep::

Host Serena says:
@::makes the arrangements with the vendors, telling them to throw in a length of her favourite material as a surprise::

Host XO_Pang says:
@:;watches as Moore leaves ... is relieved::

BT_Sam says:
@::waits for Toran's order:: Toran: sorry, any favourites?

Host Serena says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Serena says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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